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The Construction of Local Groups
in Early Neolithic Scandinavia
An Interpretation of Social Boundaries
without Local Horizons

Håkan Petersson

This article discusses the systemic construction of the social division of
the Early Neolithic l. The division is seen as inaccurate due to a much too
simplified classification of the ornamented material, something that is
even more obvious when one tries to apply existing constructions on a
broader Scandinavian scale. The article also presents a detailed analysis
of the Oxie group and its relationship to other Early Neolithic groups; the
previous view held by scholars, that this material is concentrated to eastern
Denmark and central Scandinavia, is proven wrong in the article.

Håkan Petersson, Departtnent ofArchaeoiogy, Göteborg Universitv,
Box 200, SE-405 30 Göteborg, Sweden.

INTRODUCTION
During the 1980s some changes were made in

Carl Johan Becker's Early Neolithic (EN)
ceramic division from 1947. It was not really
a new chronological division of the ceramic
material, but merely a reorganisation of the

existing one. Already in 1973 (Skaarup) Beck-
er's division was shown by some "C dates to
be inaccurate. Material from Becker's latest
C-phase was now radio-carbon dated to the

very beginning of the Early Neolithic. The
typological sequence had once again —as
always seems to be the case with typologies-
been proven to be incorrect. In contrast to the
new division of the Early Neolithic, Becker's
work had mainly been based on morphologi-
cal differences among vessels found in Danish
bogs. Ornamentation differences were mainly
seen as a secondary factor in defining different
styles in the later C-phase, as well as a kind of
further evidence for a chronological sequence
of the three phases (A, B,C), based on the idea
that chronological development is always re-
flected in increasing ornamental complexity.

In the new division only the rim ornamenta-

tion techniques of the vessels were analysed.
All kinds of pattern formations as well as

combinations of different parts of the vessel
were disregarded. This, however, resulted in

the fact that a lot of material from Becker's A-

phase (nowadays the Oxie group) could not be
used, since much of that pottery is without

ornamentation. Therefore Becker's morpho-

logical definitions for the old A-phase —i.e.
short, slightly outward curved neck, with a

soft transition from the body to the neck and

with a flat bottom —were still accepted as
definitions (e.g. Nielsen 1985).This more or
less meant that you were not supposed to find
"long neck fragments" in Oxie material. The
morphological factors are therefore mostly
used when dealing with bog-find material,
and not so much when working with the high-

ly fragmented settlement material. The flat
bottom is, however, also represented in mate-

rial previously called C-phase (today the
Volling, Svaleklint, Svenstorp, Fuchsberg,
Virum and Bellevuegård groups). Therefore
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the flat bottom cannot define Oxie material

alone.
The new pottery groups in the Scandinavian

Early Neolithic probably have some chrono-

logical significance, but the twofold chrono-

logy of the Early Neolithic (EN-I and EN-II)
is not a result of the division into these groups.
Instead the chronology rests solely upon ra-

dio-carbon dates (as shown in Liversage
1992:102—105).The different ceramic groups
are then connected with one of the two phases
or with both, and at the same time they repre-

sent a geographical division of the archaeo-

logical material into different Scandinavian

regions.
This reorganising in the 1980s is now the

accepted division of the Early Neolithic Scan-
dinavian TRB, and schematically can be ar-

ranged as in fig. 1 (Ebbesen & Mahler 1979;
Andersen & Madsen 1977; Madsen & Pe-

tersen 1984; Larsson 1984).
What I would like to stress in this article is

that the last-mentioned construction of the

Early Neolithic includes some misjudge-
ments, doubtful conclusions and incorrect pre-

sumptions. The idea is to analyse existing
constructions and try to describe what they

would look like if they were applied on a

broader scale of the TRB extension in Scandi-

navia, by adding other well-known areas with

Early Neolithic TRB material, instead of only

discussing the social organisation from a

Danish and Scanian point of view. The aim is

also to try to deconstruct the existing con-
struction by analysing its own methodology
and results. Presenting new empirical analy-

ses is not the aim of this article. I only want to

argue for another interpretation of existing
constructions.

COMMENTS ON THE EARLY
NEOLITHIC RESEARCH OF THE 1980S
There are some critical points that can be
raised against this division of the Early Neo-

Fig. I. A schematic table of the chronological and regiozzal division t&f the Early Neolithic in south
Scandinavia. Becker 's division from 1988 (1990) is listed, as he seems to be the only one to express a
dissentizzg opinion on what he calls tlze EN-C period. The (~) is not a group, but only different settlement
sites in the same area which have similar ornamented material. Mossby i s defzned by M. Larsson 1992.
Finally, in 1988Becker regards the material from the Dani shisland ofBornholm as material of Si retorp
style. (Source: Becker 1947z126—141, 1990t43—45; Ebbesen & Mahler 1979;Modsen dc Petersen 1984;
Larsson, M. 1984, 1992.)
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lithic. The results are extracted from a much
too simplified classification system, where

only the existence or non-existence of orna-
mentation techniques on the rim section of the
vessels is taken into consideration. There is no

consideration of patterns and combinations of
different techniques on different parts of the
vessel. A study based only on a minor stylistic
part of a material is always very problematic.
The tendency is to construct a more unified
and simplified division of the material than

necessary, overshadowing a more complex
division, which probably would be available
in the existing Early Neolithic material.

To work only with a minor part of the
ornamentation compositions is also doubtful
from the point of view of social-ethnical inter-

pretation, since it ought to be the style of the
whole ceramic vessel which had social signifi-
cance; that is a message which consciously or
unconsciously is expressed through the mate-

rial. But the problem discussed here is; whether
the existing division can be regarded as in

agreement with the existing archaeological
material. If one constructs some differences
and similarities in the material based on a
minor part of the available research-material,
one ends up with a minimum of ideas, con-
scious or unconscious, which people ex-
pressed through style. The interpretation will

then be of more simplified social significance
to the society than necessary. If you simplify
the definitions you will always, at some point,
be able to find differences or similarities in

any kind of material, no matter how great the
differences or similarities are in their original
form. Constructed similarities in a material
such as this will always give a decreasing
value of correctness compared with the social
status embedded in the stylistic compositions.
For example, if the definition of a car is a
transportation means with four wheels, the

stylistic and social status embedded in the
difference between a Mercedes and a Morris
would not be analysed or discovered.

This is particularly the case with the mod-

ern Early Neolithic division. In many cases
the pottery has ornamentation over the whole

vessel, and one can often decide to which part
of the vessel a very small sherd belongs (rim,
neck or body); this makes possible a more
detailed analysis. Consequently, regional
observations of the stylistic differences in the

Early Neolithic material based only on orna-

mentation constructions in a minority of the

available material, severely reduces the possi-
bilities of interpretation in the existing
archaeological material. This does not imply
that existing constructions should be regarded
as completely without relevance to the exist-

ing material. But in my opinion, compared
with the archaeological possibilities at our

disposal, it is an unnecessary simplification of
the material. Therefore a much more detai led

analysis with greater relevance to the true
structure of the archaeological material can be
made.

The major problem with the existing Early
Neolithic model is the lack of style variables,
as all of them are bound to have significance
for the structural order of the social conscious-
ness, which the society in one way or another
expresses through style (e.g. Shanks & Tilley
1987).This means that the modern construc-
tion is a much too simplified regional division
of the Early Neolithic, stretching over the

whole of southern Scandinavia. This picture
would probably be completely different with

a more detailed analysis of the material. And
one thing is certain: if we want to find detailed
and local differences or changes, we also have

to work with more detailed and complex
analyses of the material.

THE EARLY NEOLITHIC
CONSTRUCTION IN THE SOUTH
SWEDISH PROVINCE OF SCANIA
The division of the Early Neolithic into differ-

ent regional groups in south-west Scania was

publ ished by Mats Larsson in a doctoral thesis,
and in my opinion is defective due to methodo-

logical aspects. It is also impossible to analyse
the foundations of Larsson's work, that is, you
can't "redo" the division with his own
methods. One obvious problem is that the

percentage figures in his histogram (1984:fig.
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96) which separate the ceramic material into

different groups, do not seem to be in agree-

ment with the actual i nteger s that occogi onally

are presented in the text. This means that it is

impossible to come up with the same results as

those presented in Larsson's definitions (Lars-
son 1984:157,passim).

In addition, Larsson has placed the site

Björkesåkra 6:1 in the Oxie material group,
which I believe is wrong, since the Björkes-
åkra site otherwise would be the only site in

the whole of Scandinavia from the so-called

Oxie group which contains cord-ornamented

pottery. It would also disrupt the methodologi-

cal principles for the separation ofEN material

into different regional groups, since the cord-

ornamentation technique is supposed to be

one of the fundamental differences between

the Oxie and the other EN-I material groups.
There is also an inconsistency in Larsson's

schematic classification of the material

(1984:157).His basic classification method,

originally based on the existence or non-exist-

ence of the individual ornamentation tech-

nique on every single sherd, is suddenly

changed in order to discern the youngest dated

ceramic group (the Bellevuegårds group) from

the two earlier ones (the Oxie and Svenstorp

groups), by defining ornamentation patterns
made up of different ornamentation tech-

niques. The problem here is that different

ornamentation patterns can be found in mate-

rial from other EN groups as well. So when

pattern analysis is not used consistently, it

cannot be regarded as a valid method to sepa-

rate one EN group from the others. Larsson on

the other hand regards his result as three

stylistically separate groups, namely the Oxie,
Svenstorp, and the above-discussed Belle-

vuegårds group, where the latter is chronologi-

cally separated from the first two (Larsson
1984).

In 1986 Lars Larsson and Mats Larsson

defined a number of sites from southern Scania
as what they called the Mossby group. Once
again the argumentation is lacking, and the

group definition does not seem to be anything
but a geographical isolation of the material in

southern Scania from the same kind ofmoteriol
that exists in the eastern and central parts of
Scania, as well as in the east Swedish province

of Blekinge (Bagge & Kjellmark 1939;Petré

& Strömberg 1958; Stjernquist 1965).
The author's separation of this material

from the one in south-west Scania, that is the

Svenstorp group, is also vague and mostly

discerned by the flint material. The ornamen-

tation differences between the two areas are

that the Mo.sgby site —which defines the

Mossb» grottp —is completely dominated by
cord ornamentation, and does not have as

much different stick ornamentation as the

Svenstorp group. What goes for the other sites

in the Mossby group is, however, uncertain,

since no real classification has been presented

by the authors (Larsson & Larsson 1986:72—
73; Larsson 1984, 1987a, 1992:73—75).

THE CONSTRUCTION OF EARLY
NEOLITHIC SCANDINAVIA
With the broad definitions of today, the ar-

chaeological material from EN-I in the south

of Sweden can only be divided into three

categories, which can be associated with dif-

ferent Danish groups. These are the Svenstorp

group from the south-western parts of Scania,
comparable to the Danish Svaleklint group,
and it is the material from the southern, central

and north-western parts of Scania, as well as

the material from the Swedish south-eastern

province of Blekinge. With the existing
classification methods, this material can be
associated with the ornamentation style of the

Danish Volling group from the western parts

of Denmark. The Volling material has at the

same time a strong resemblance to the Svale-

klint group on the island of Zealand in eastern

Denmark. Compared with the Volling material,

however, the Svaleklint group has a slightly

higher frequency of stick ornamentation on

the rim part of the vessels. The third category
is the Oxie group, with a completely different

tradition of ornamentation. The Oxie group
cannot be regarded as a regionally confined

group, since the extension of this material

covers more or less the whole of Scania and
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thereby the areas of the other contemporaneous
regional groups (i.e.Volling, Svaleklint, Svens-
torp and Mossby).

If we apply the existing classification
model —i.e. by only studying the separate
ornamentation techniques of the rim —to a
larger area of Scandinavia including other
well-known EN regions such as the western

parts of Sweden and the area of east central
Sweden, this would result in the identification
of three different Scandinavian style structures

(fig. 2). These are the Svaleklint style in the
central parts of Scandinavia (i.e. both Zea-
land's Svaleklint group and the Svenstorp
group since the ornamentation techniques are
the same) and the Volling and Oxie styles, the
latter of which are "over-regional". With to-

days classification method the Volling style

structure is represented in the Volling group
located in Jutland in western Denmark, and in

the Mossby group in south-central Scania, as
well as in the material from the Swedish
province of Blekinge, the provinces of Halland
and Bohuslän on the Swedish west coast, and
in the EN material from the province of Söder-
manland in east central Sweden (Larsson, M.
1992; Petré & Strömberg 1958; Stjernquist
1965; Westergaard 1995 and unpublished
material).

The third style structure, the Oxie group,
has until now been considered as an east
Danish phenomenon concentrated to Zealand
and to western Scania, Sweden. This group
has a completely different composition of
ornamentation, characterised by having no
neck ornamentation and, on the body, only

Fig. 2. Tl~e different stple structures f(otn EN-I, scl(en(a(icallv dra(v» inta differen( re(;ional areas. Black
area (narks the Svaleklint cnul Svens(orp stvle. Hatched areas (nark the Volling stvle. The Otrie struc(u(e
i» spread over the (vhole of south S(veden and Dean(ark .

Cun en( Su ed(s(( A rcluseoto((v, Vot. 6, 799((
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vertical lines made of stick techniques or

strokes. Also the rim section is only decorated

with different kinds of stick techniques. Thus

judging from the ornamentation of the vessels,

the group has a decoration more similar to the

Mesolithic Erteb1iille phase than the other EN

material groups (Larsson 1984:174;Madsen

& Petersen 1984;Nielsen 1985.I will consist-

ently use the term "phase" rather than "cul-
ture", since in my opinion the term "culture"

is too vague and a much too wide definition,

which has been used far too long in the

archaeological research. The term "culture"

has never been well defined, so almost every

scholar has different opinions on what the

definition actually implies. Therefore it is not

a useful term, despite its hegemony in archaeo-

logical research).

THE EXTENT OF THE OXIE
MATERIAL GROUP
When it comes to the interpretation of the

Oxie material as a phenomenon concentrated

to the central part of Scandinavia, that is the

Danish island of Zealand and western Scania,
I would like to characterise this as a misj udge-

ment. The presumed geographical extension

is a conclusion based on an overall view of the

material in the Oxie group, that is both the

settlement and the bog finds.
The bog finds are a result of the fact that

almost all the Danish bogs, which are more or

less spread over the whole of Denmark, have

partly been exploited for peat; the finds are

very well preserved and well excavated, and

were, mainly recovered during the period

1940—1960.As a result of the higheconomical

compensation the bog-peat workers received

when discovering archaeological remains,

they were careful when finding archaeologi-

cal items (Koch 1990,and personal notes from

her Ph. D. lecture).
Consequently the archaeological bog-find

material at our disposal is likely to be repre-

sentative of the material which was once de-

posited, and it therefore represents an accurate

picture of where and when the people put

ceramic vessels into the Danish bogs.

But when dealing with the settlement sites

we still have the classic representation prob-

lems, such as differences in the preservation

conditions and land exploitation factors. These

factors more or less completely determine

how the distribution map of settlement sites

looks. A closer look at the excavation activi-

ties in Denmark also shows a concentration of
8.5 excavations per square kilometre on the

island of Zealand in eastern Denmark (for the

islands of Zealand, Lolland-Falster and Mpn

together it is 7.4 per km'-), while the same

value for Jutland is 4.8 per square kilometre.

This means that the excavation frequency on

Zealand is 43% higher per square kilometre

than in Jutland. This can logically be ex-

plained by the fact that population frequencies

per square kilometre are considerably higher

on the island of Zealand, which also results in

a higher degree of urban areas and therefore a

higher degree of excavations per square kilo-

metre compared with other parts of Denmark.

The statistics also show a clear increase in

land exploitation frequency from 1965 to 1982

per 1000 hectares, whereas "traffic aerial use

outside cities" has risen by 18%, "cities with

more than 200 inhabitants" by 49%, and

"housings outside cities" by approximately

40%. Meanwhile agricultural activities, fruit-

plantations and the like, have declined. And

there is no logical reason to doubt that this

development continues (Danmarks statistik

1995:17, 22, 1994:14, 1989:21, 1980:1,
1970:1).

Duri ng the period 1990to 199459% of the

Danish archaeological excavations were the

result of typical urban exploitation factors,
such as gas pipe construction, roadwork,
construction-building enterprises, and natural

resource exploitation, mainly the extraction

of gravel-pits. Agriculture, forestry, and other

reasons make up 33%, and finally, 8% of the

excavations are self-chosen research projects
(AUD 1984, 1986, 1990—1994;based on 2098
reported excavations).

Looking further, the settlement sites with

Oxie material from the whole of south Scandi-

navia make up the majority among the Oxie
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find categories (fig. 3). But if we instead
examine only the Danish material, it appears
that the bog and settlement finds are almost
equal in number. However, there are no bog
finds with Oxie material in Jutland (fig. 4), but
several bog finds with Vol 1 i ng material. And in
fact the majority of all archaeological bog-
finds in Denmark belong to the eastern parts,
and half of them are located in Zealand (47%)
while only one third (3l%) are located in

Jutland in western Denmark. But since Jut-
land is considerably larger than Zealand, the
relationship is better illustrated graphically
(fig. 5).

An xz-test resulted in the representation of
bog vessels between east and west Denmark
being significant (the H, had to be accepted).
This means that the over-representation of the
Oxie bog-vessels in the eastern parts of Den-
mark (the islands of Zealand, Lolland and
Falster) is significant. The conclusion inust be
that tlie bog-fi»d material, vvlzich is a ve&q:

zvell-ercavated categog~ offinds, is nzislead-

ing zvhe&z discussing the distributioiz of tlze

bie t&zaterial grozip in Deiznzark. This must
be the explanation, since the Neolithic bog-
find phenomenon mostly occurs in eastern
Deninark and since the Oxie material is not

Anonymous D

Anonymous S

Anonymous DK

Bog-ritual D

Bog-ritual S

Bog-ritual DK

Settlement sites D

Settlement sites S

Settlement sites DK

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Fig. 3. Totiil &izrmber of Orie fi&zdsiir sozith Scandinavia (Ge&niany, Denn&arl. , ai&d Sivede&z) di &idediiito
settlements, bog fincls, aird zn&ceitain finds. (Source: Nielsen I985; AUD l985, nr. 265, l992, iii: III;
Larsson, L. /992: Larsson, M. I992.)

Anonymous / Jutland

Anonymous /Zealand

Oxie l Jutland

Oxie / Zealand

Volling / Jutland

Svaleklint / Zealand

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Fig. 4. Total number ofbog fi»ds zvith vessels ofSvaleklint-, Volling- aird Osie-type, separatedinto those
on the east Danish i s land ofZeciland, and those in the &vest Danish region ofJutland. (Source: Bec/ er l 947;
Bei&nike Ck Ebbesen /987, catalogue II.)
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Fig. 5. The distribution of bog sites with ceramic
material iii Demnark. Jutland has 3I% of the

Danish bog finds but consti tutes 70% of the Daiiish

land mass, whereas the figures for Zealand are
47% of the bog finds and l 7% of the Dazzish land

mass. Fyn and Langeland have l8% of the bog
finds, Lolland-Falster and Mezn 4%, and finally the

islaizd of Bornholm has 0.8 % of the bog finds.

(Source: Becker l947:ll; Bennike Ck Ebbesen

l 987:99.)

represented at all in the bog finds from Jut-

land, despite the existence of Oxie settlement

material in Jutland.

Thus, the only infornzation the bog-find

nzaterial tells us is that the actual act ofpiitti»g

ceranzic vessels iizto the Danish bogs is mai nly

an eastenz phenomenon, and when i t comes to

the Oxie group, it is an exclusively eastern

phenomenon. There are no sure finds of Oxie

vessels from bogs in the Swedish province of
Scania, and only one uncertain site can possi-

bly be categorised as a bog find. Therefore the

conclusion must be that the extension of Oxie

bog-finds lzas izothing to do with the distribu-

tion map of the people represeiztiizg the Oxie

material group. This extension can only be

studied through the distribution of the settle-

ment sites which are spread over the whole of
Denmark and south Scandinavia, together

with a single settlement find in the province of
Närke, central Sweden (Eriksson et al. 1994).

The frequency factors should also be taken

into consideration. We are talking about a total

of 63 finds from the whole of Denmark, Swe-

den and northern Germany, and only 18 sites

are bog finds. That is quite a low number of
sites, huta have gone through all the relevant

publications I could find, as well as the annual

archaeological excavation report series A UD,

and Arkeologi i Sverige. The problem, how-

ever, is that many reports are hazy in dating the

finds, despite the fact that a more precise date

is possible, but the conclusion is that the

settlement sites (33 sites) are still in the majority.

Thus if we look at all Oxie finds (fig. 6a)
we can see a clear concentration to eastern

Denmark, and at the same time a concentra-

tion of the finds to the central parts of Scandi-

navia. But if we instead look only at the Oxie

settlement si tes (fig. 6b), we find that the Oxie

settlement material is more or less equally

distributed between western and eastern Den-

mark. Here we must also keep in mind that if

any area should be over-represented in the

material it would be the east Danish island of
Zeal and, due to a hi gher percentage of excava-

tions per square kilometre.

The high concentration of Oxie sites in

western Scania can also be explained by in-

vestigation intensity factors. It is here that

most of the south Swedish exploitation and

development enterprises have occurred during

modern times, and in 1984 no less than 67% of
tlze total number of Early Neolithic sites in

Scania were concentrated to the western parts,

with only 17% to the eastern parts and 16% to

the central and south-central areas (56, 14, and

13 sites). Due to the special investigation

campaign of the Ystad project and new finds

from eastern Scania, the distribution map has

changed, so the percentage figures today are

59%, 25% and 16% (56, 24, and 15 sites;

source: Jennbert 1984:107—108; Larsson, L.
1992; Larsson, M. 1992). When taking the

island of Bornholm into consideration, there

are also Oxie settlements in the easternmost

part of Scandinavia as well (Nielsen 1985).
Western Scania is in these calculations

actually under-represented, since several non-

Czzrrent Sivedish Arclzaeotogy. Vol. 6, l998
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Fig. 6a. All known si tes
with Oxi efindsi n 1985-
1996. On the .small
inserted map of
Sweden, the grey area
represents the Swedi sh

provi&zce of Närke in
east central Sweden.
(Source: Nielsen 1985;
fStilling, Stilling sn,
Skandeborg a)Madse&z

dc Petersen 1984; fSt.
Herrestad 68&104, St.
Herrestad sn 1 Larsson
1992;fFrotorp, Nii & ke)
Eril sson et al. 1994.)

Fig. 6b. Tlze f&gure
show s only those
Osie sites that can be
regarded as settle-
me&zt sites —the bog
finds are here
remouetl. The site
f&on& the pro»i»ce of'

Nä'&rkei s classifi ecl as
.settle&nent material.
(Source asin fig. 6a. )

Curre»t Su:edish Arclu&eologa; Vot. 6, /998
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published excavations have been made in this

region during the 1990s, mainly in the Malmö

area. In addition we find the point-butted flint

axes, which are regarded as a kind of defining

artefact for the Oxie material group, scattered
over the whole of Scania though with a higher

frequency in south-west Scania. But as men-

tioned earlier western Scania is always dom-

inant in the Neolithic material distribution due

to excavation activities. This is also apparent
when comparing the distribution of point-
butted flint axes today, with Otto Rydbeck's
old distribution map from 1928. It shows an

equal distribution of axes between the eastern
and western parts of Scania. Above all, we

now also seem to have Oxie settlement mate-

rial represented further north in east central

Sweden. This is not so strange, as the same

area around the lakes of Mälaren and Hjäl-
maren has a high frequency of Early Neolithic
Funnel Beaker material quite similar to the

Danish Volling style (Eriksson el al. 1994;
Jennbert 1984:109,fig. 69; Karsten 1994:50—
55; Florin 1958; Rydbeck 1928:86).

I therefore would argue that the Oxie group
has its extension in different parts of Scania,
on the islands of Bornholm and Zealand, as
well as in the Danish mainland of Jutland, that

is, over the whole southern area of the Scandi-
navian Early Neolithic Funnel Beaker phase.
In Jutland the Oxie material is mainly found in

the Limfjord area and the east coast. Finally,
we also find Oxie settlement sites in Schles-
wig-Holstein in northern Germany, though

with some reservation regarding the two sites
of Siggeneben-Sud and Rosenhof. The pub-

lications of Siggeneben Slid show ceramics
with long neck fragments, which are not sup-

posed to be part of Oxie material. But on the

other hand in a detailed work dealing with the
A- (Oxie) group, Poul Otto Nielsen has clas-
sified the site as an Oxie site. This is also the

reason why it is represented in fig. 6a—b. It is
also doubtful whether one can really classify
the German site of Rosenhof as an Oxie find,
at least judging from the publications of the

site; yet once again Nielsen (1985) has done
that, and since I do not know whether he has

more detailed information on the site I have

accepted his classification.
So for now I would say that it is impossible

to consider the Oxie material as geographically
concentrated to eastern Denmark, or to central

Scandinavia. Instead it has a more or less

equal distribution over the whole of southern

Scandinavia.

DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
OF THE EARLY NEOLITHIC-I
MATERIAL GROUPS
So far it seems as if the EN-I pottery has a

homogeneous ornamentation with three dif-

ferent and, from a Scandinavian point of view,

global social-style structures: Volling, Svale-
klint and Oxie. These have also been defined

as three local groups, even though they are

made up of clusters of sites spread out over

large areas of south and central Scandinavia.
However, beyond the Oxie group there are

also some questions concerning the extension

of the two Danish style-structures of Svale-
klint and Volling. When studying the matrixes

and the plotting of the correspondence analy-

sis of the EN-I group division, it is clear that

the Volling and Svaleklint materials are quite
similar to each other (Madsen & Petersen

1984). The Svaleklint sites of Slotsbjergby
and Lindebjerg II (nos. 10 and 7 in the corre-
spondence analysis) can be considered on the

basis of the rim-ornamentation composition
to be of Volling style. But seen from a geo-
graphical point of view, both belong to the

Svaleklint group as a result of their location on

the island of Zealand. This means that two out

of five sites from the Svaleklint group in the

analysis actually have material defined as

Volling style (A problem Madsen & Petersen

also is aware of, but at the same time does not

seem to draw any consequences from, 1984:
99).

So when two out of five sites in one mate-

rial group have a closer resemblance to another

group it must imply that either this "other"

group (here, Volling) is also located on Zea-

land, or that the method used to discern the

data in the analysis is defective. However, that
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there are considerable differences in ornamen-

tation structures from different Scandinavian

areas, is indicated by comparing the whole

ornamented material (Le. ornamentation from
all parts of the vessels and combinations of
different techniques) from different Scandi-
navian areas (cf. e.g. Bagge & Kjellmark
1939; Florin 1958; Becker I 947).

The problem with the local horizons is also
seen in the later phase of the Early Neolithic
(EN-II), where the so-called EN-II Virum

style, which constitutes the local Virum group
on the island of Zealand, isalso present in the

southern part of Jutland and in the region of
Schleswig-Holstein, northern Germany. There-

fore there is actually not much localness left in

the EN "local group" construction at all.
A more accurate picture would require a

more comprehensive approach to the orna-

mented material, which I believe can be ob-
tained. The actual problem of reduction will,

however, always, tum up to some extent when

working with archaeological material, but

with the existing method the differences that

obviously exist and which can only be recog-
nised by looking at the complete material
from different regions, will never be dis-

cerned. The relevance of the exi sting model in

relation to the TRB Early Neolithic archaeo-
logical material at our disposal, is therefore
questionable.

THE OXIE GROUP AND THE
ARCHAEOLOGICAL MATERIAL
GROUPS AS SOCIAL UNITS
The different material groups have been con-
sidered to be the result of separate social
organisations. But since there are problems in

separating the material in one area from an-

other, I would say that the constructions can

hardly be interpreted as the result of different,
independent, social units.

The Oxie group is, for example, hardly the

result of one Early Neolithic ethnical group of
people with an unified social organisation,
since the Oxie material exists in all areas. The
&4C dates show that the material cannot be
regarded as the first step of the Neolithic

society in Scandinavia, since "C dates from
other Funnel Beaker sites, that is with cord-
ornamented material, are earlier than any
known Oxie 'C-dated site.

This scenario opens the possibility of two

completely different social systems, one with

the cord-dominated material (Svaleklint and

Volling styles) and the other with the Oxie
material, exi sting side by side during the same

period of EN-I. The Oxie group is not a classic
evolutionary first phase of the Funnel Beaker
phase, but rather several Mesolithic groups of
people whose development in the transforma-

tion to the "Neolithic life-style" is different
from those people representing the other Earl y
Neolithic style-structures. Perhaps the Oxie

group, due to a close material relationship to
the Ertebzzzlle phase, can also be seen as differ-

ent groups of people with some kind of closer
historical "social bond" to the old customs of
the Mesolithic Ertebz&3lle phase, rather than as

a single unified social group of the Early
Neolithic. This would result in a cultural dual-

ism based on time-related material changes of
the earlier, homogeneous, Ertebzzzlle ceramic
material phase.

Social change must of course be regarded
as a constant occurrence in all societies, but

this does not necessarily mean change in the
social organisation and a complete shift of
social attribute in the material culture. I per-

sonally believe that there are enough indica-

tions to regard the Oxie finds as something
different from the rest of the EN-I material.

For instance, in the ornamentation of the
Oxie material and Ertebglle material the same
kinds of techniques are used, even though the

style patterns can differ. And neither of them

have the indisputably most important tech-
niques of the other EN groups, namely the

cord, twisted cord and fi&rchenstich tech-
niques. This proves there is a closer resem-
blance between the Ertebglle and the Oxie
cotnposi tian of ornanzentatiotz, than between
the Oxie and the Svaleklint-Volling material.

There is also a closer overlapping of terri-

tories among the Ertebzzzlle and the Oxie mate-

rial, and the two can often be found in mutual,
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so-called, hunting sites. At the sites of Rosen-

hof and Siggeneben-Slid in Holstein, northern

Germany, the Ertebglle and the Oxie material

(provided the material really is Oxie) cannot

be stratigraphically separated. On the other

hand Nielsen regards the two Oxie sites in

Holstein, Germany (1985:115)as sure proof
of cohesion between the two material compo-
sitions. The same is proclaimed for the site of
kv. Nore in Scania, Sweden (Salomonsson

1971).However, it is not certain whether one
can assign the material of this site to any of the

two material categories, as the material from

kv. Nore also contains fragments of thin-butted

flint axes.
In the flint material of south-west Scania

there is also a closer resemblance between the

Oxie and the Erteb1ålle phase, than between

the Erteb1ålle and the cord-dominated material,

that is the Svenstorp group. The general opin-

ion is that Erteb~lle artefacts are mainly made

of flakes, which is very common to Oxie finds

as well, and the same types of burins made of
a core or a flake are known in both Erteb1ålle

and Oxie finds. Another major difference
between the Oxie and the other EN-I material

groups is the frequent finds of point-butted

flint axes in Oxie contexts, but a total lack of
thin-butted axes, and vice-versa in the artefact
material of the cord-dominating EN-I material

(Larsson 1984:161—164; Nielsen 1985, 1987;
Salomonsson 1971).

At the bottom of the so-called Neolithic

layer of the Bjprnsholm midden, a vessel was

found which shows the typological relations

to both the Funnel Beaker and the Erteb@lle

phase in Scandinavia (Andersen 1993:87).
Hypothetically this could indicate a kind of
pre-Neolithic transition in the final Erteb1ålle

phase. The indications of the Oxie group as a

slowly changing final stage of the Ertebplle

period are further strengthened by the excava-
tions at the sites of Löddesborg and Vik in

Scania. These sites include both Early Neo-

lithic Oxie ceramics and Ertebktfle ceramics
with cereal impressions. Moreover seed pollen

is observed in Scanian pollen series from Late
Atlantic time (Jennbert 1984:93—95; Görans-

son 1983).However, these results can be dis-

regarded as indications of agriculture in the

Erteb1åfle phase (Nielsen 1987), by simply

viewing them as the result of trade with Neo-

lithic Central Europe. Thus in this particular

case both interpretations are valid.

There is also considerably greater cohe-
sion between Ertebglle and Oxie burial prac-
tice than between the Oxie group and the other
EN-I material groups, as in the latter the burial

practice is characterised by the use of earthen

Long Barrows with all the ritual activities they

seem to involve. From the Oxie group there is

only one sure grave, which also is placed
beside a Mesolithic grave (Brinch Petersen

1974).
To sum up this discussion, it should be

mentioned that a greater change seems to
occur in the Erteb1ålle phase as the ceramic
material becomes an all essential part of the

archaeological context of that phase, than

between the late Ertebplle phase and the Oxie

part of the Early Neolithic phase. Thus if
discontinuity or a fundamental change in the

material culture represents a marked change
in social identification (a fundamental pre-

conception which can always be discussed),
then the Ertebglle integration of ceramics in

the material composition should be regarded
as a more fundamental change than the differ-

ences that can be seen between the Erteb1ålle

and the Oxie flint artefacts and ceramic style-

structures as well as in the settlement and

burial contexts. However, the Erteb1ålle and

Early Neolithic groups, as social construc-

tions, may purely be the result of our need to

transform systemic organisations of visual

material differences into completely self-con-
structed systems, which are without any rele-

vance at all to prehistoric times.

CONCLUSIONS

(i) The Early Neolithic construction of today
results from a much too simplified classifica-
tion of the ceramics, with a widely defined

chronology, established with the help of ~4C

dates. Thus the picture would probably be
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different if we began to include all parts of the

vessels in our analysis.

(ii) I believe we should stop seeing the

Oxie group as a kind of eastern phenomenon

in Denmark, or aphenomenon concentrated to
the central parts of southern Scandinavia. The

group of archaeological material named Oxie
exists more or less homogeneously over the

whole of southern Scandinavia and most likely

in the TRB area of east central Sweden as well.

There is also a closer resemblance in the flint

material and the composition of ornamenta-

tion between the ErtebfJlle and the Oxie phase,
than between the ErtebltJlle phase and the other
EN-I ceramic groups.

(iii) Based on the premise of style as some-

thing socially significant, we can conclude
that there must be some differences between

the cord-dominated material and the better
defined Oxie material group. But I would also

maintain that the separation of the archaeologi-

cal material into the Svaleklint and Volling

groups at this stage is questionable. The differ-

ences between the two groups are too small,

especially when taking the whole of Scandi-
navia into consideration as well as the un-

certainty in the classification of the material in

the correspondence analysis that constructs
the Early Neolithic.

(iv) By rejecting the processual systemic
stiffness in the construction of archaeological
material phases, and by accepting a cultural

dualism during the transition to the Early
Neolithic where the different EN style struc-

tures should be seen as time-dependent mate-

rial changes of the ErtebltJlle phase, the Oxie

group can be considered as the result of a

development, different from that of the other

Early Neolithic style structures. Due to a closer
material relationship with the ErtebltJlle phase,
it is also possible that the Oxie material repre-
sents different groups of people from different

parts of Scandinavia, all with closer historical
"social bonds" to the life-style of the old

Mesolithic Erteblillle phase, than to the other

material groups of the Early Neolithic. And

this is why the Oxie and the cord-dominating

ceramic material appear so different.

POSTSCRIPT
After this article was concluded, Mats Lars-

son in a new article expressed some view-

points that I need to comment on. Larsson

argues, on the basis of radio-carbon dates, that

the old A, B, C typology is accurate. This is

without success, however, since no new dates

strengthen the argumentation. Radio-carbon
dates from the old C-group (e.g. Mossby) are

still earlier than any known Oxie-date (the old

A-group). Larsson's as well as Becker's (1947,
1990) construction is rather based upon clas-

sic typological faith without any regard for
existing radio-carbon dates. Larsson has also
constructed a new local group, the Slottsmöl-
lan group from Halland on the Swedish west

coast. The material and the name are from

Westergaard's article (1995), but Larsson

disregards the argumentation, which is that

the Slottsmöllan material shows the need for a

larger, west Swedish regional group including

both the Slottsmöllan and Larsson's Sven-

storp group from south-west Scania. Lars-
son's definition is therefore an isolation of the

material from the Slottsmöllan site, so the

division is once again a question of geograph-
ical distance, without any stylistic differences

being accounted for (Larsson in Kihlstedt et
aL 1997:90,94—97).

English revised by Laura Wratzg.

ABBREVIATION
AUD: Arka. ologiske Udgravninger i Danmark,

Copenhagen.
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